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Project description:

Meiosis is the specialized cell division at the basis of sexual reproduction. It involves the formation of hundreds of DNA double-strand breaks whose repair by homologous recombination drives recognition, pairing, and physical attachment via crossover (CO) of the parental homologs for their proper segregation at the first meiotic division. Three outstanding phenomena underlie this recombination-driven pairing process (see Figure 1):

Homolog bias: how does the repair occurs preferentially on the homologous chromosome rather than the nearby sister chromatid, such as in mitosis?

Obligatory CO: how at least one, and rarely more than one CO is formed per pair of homolog?

CO interference: how does the local CO designation decision can inhibit formation of subsequent COs at a distance of several dozens to hundreds of kilobases?

The mechanism(s) underlying these three phenomena remains unknown decades after their identification. We know it involves chromosome structure, organized as arrays of chromatin loops anchored on a semi-rigid protein axis, but how this cytological-scale organization mediates or provides input for the molecular-scale recombination process remains unknown.
The student will be in a unique, and immediately productive position to tackle these great questions of the field, as all the upfront work to develop techniques and build ambitious experimental systems has been completed: novel physical assays to track early recombination intermediates have recently been developed by the team leader (refs. 1, 2, 3 and 5), and the assembly of two redesigned chromosomal region of 150-kb (SynIV) dedicated to the study of meiosis with these assays and Hi-C has been completed (first version in ref. 4). The approach will consist in simultaneously tracking (i) the genome-wide structuration of chromatin, (ii) the pairing of homologs, and (iii) the progression of the HR reaction at the level of 22 recombination hotspots in the redesigned region during synchronous meiosis in *S. cerevisiae* for which the chromosome structure and dynamics have been altered (Figure 2).

**Figure 1:** Overview of the molecular and chromosomal events of meiosis.

**Figure 2:** Experimental system to study the chromosomal and molecular events of meiosis. (A) Redesigned region on chr. IV containing 22 meiotic hotspots. (B) Detection of individual homolog's structure and pairing in meiosis, obtained with the first version of the system (ref. 4). (C) Polymer model of meiotic chromosomes developed by a biophysicist in the lab. The project will allow comparing data and simulation to extract physical parameters dictating homologs' pairing.

**Supervision:** The student will be supervised by Vinciane Piveteau (PhD ENS, 2nd year) and Aurèle Piazza. The work will be tightly coupled with the output of polymer models developed by Nicolas Mendiboure (PhD CNRS, 2nd year)

**Techniques the candidate will learn:** HiC experiment + data analysis, capture-C, physical assays for high-throughput DNA joint molecules quantification, synthetic biology approaches in yeast.
Research fields the candidate will gain expertise in: DNA repair, spatial genome organization, meiosis
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